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Comments: I greatly OPPOSE the Holland Lake "improvement" and expansion!!! Corporations and developers

like POWDR are what is wrong with the country where the rich get richer by only taking what's NON of their

business in the first place,  and the poor is screwed because someone in a suit in California sees a chance to

"expand". They do not understand that not everyone WANTS live or vacation in an updated or "modernized"

community. Many of us only want the minimum that includes working for a living and raising our families to the

best of our ability which includes providing them a beautiful environment like the Holland Lake area and Bob

Marshall Wilderness. Not everything needs to be "improved and updated". I moved to the area in 2014 to work

for Glacier NP. I fell in love with this area because it was affordable and not accessible or up to the standards of

the wealthy and therefore kept them OUT. This expansion of the Holland Lake Lodge will RUIN yet another area

where people like me could thrive and feel safe. PLEASE help keep these corporations OUT of our wilderness! I

have worked for POWDR in the past in Colorado and they will turn Holland Lake in a zoo; a nightmare to those of

us who first inhabited the area and believe in the simplicity and ideals of a tent site in the middle of nowhere with

no phone service and an occasional pit toilet. Don't ruin this for us!  PLEASE help keep Montana wild. I am so

sickened by what is happening to the the Flathead Valley and anything we can do to stop the growth MUST be

done and this is a start. Trust me, if I could buy the existing Holland Lake Lodge and/or ANY existing land, house,

apartment, lodge, etc., to stop the growth myself, I WOULD. Please help us! Thank you! 


